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ABSTRACT
Sponsored search advertisements (ads) appear next to search results when consumers look for products and services on search
engines. As the fundamental basis of search ads, relevance modeling
has attracted increasing attention due to the significant research
challenges and tremendous practical value. In this paper, we address the problem of multi-modal modeling in sponsored search,
which models the relevance between user query and commercial
ads with multi-modal structured information. To solve this problem,
we propose a transformer architecture with Ads data on Commercial Visual-Linguistic Representation (AdsCVLR) with contrastive
learning that naturally extends the transformer encoder with the
complementary multi-modal inputs, serving as a strong aggregator
of image-text features. We also make a public advertising dataset,
which includes 480K labeled query-ad pairwise data with structured
information of image, title, seller, description, and so on. Empirically, we evaluate the AdsCVLR model over the large industry
dataset, and the experimental results of online/offline tests show
the superiority of our method.
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• Information systems → Information retrieval.
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Figure 1: An ads example returned to a user who is looking
for a “black T-shirt”: (a) with the black T-shirt and (b) a Tshirt with the wrong color. When user query triggers the advertising system, in the selection stage, ad candidates are recalled by different strategies; when passing down to the relevance stage, relevance score is predicted and low-quality ad
candidates are filtered; high-quality ads are passed to click
prediction stage and ranking is provided according to click
through rate (CTR) and relevance scores. Providing accurate
recommendations to query users can not only benefit merchants and platforms but also improve the user search experience by showing their most concerned features to them.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Sponsored search, one of the most widely used scenarios for merchants in Internet search, refers to the business model of search
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engine platforms where third-party sponsored advertisements (ads)
are shown to users along with other search results. This allows
the advertisers such as manufacturers or retailers to increase the
exposure of their products to more relevant potential buyers, and
at the same time provides users quick access to solutions for their
needs. Current users are no longer satisfied with just looking at text
ads. They prefer to click on ads with pictures to see more product
details, which brings new challenges to the search engine. Choosing
the right ads for a query and displaying them in a proper order
greatly affect the probability that a user will see and click on each
ad item [18].
As shown in Figure 1, modern advertising has rich components
including 1) image: demonstrating the details of the product with a
high-quality picture, 2) title: describing a brief introduction of the
product, 3) price: identifying the price of the product, and 4) seller:
representing merchant or retailer information. These components
are major challenges for relevance modeling. Images in ads can
not only be a useful complement to texts, but also help to correct
wrong information in texts. As shown in the example, given the
user’s query “black T-shirt”, whose conditions include a product
of T-shirt and an attribute of color. If only considering the ads text
information, both (a) and (b) can be positive candidates, and (b) is
even a better candidate than (a), since it matches both product and
color attribute. However, it is obvious that (b) is not the desired
result because the picture shows the color of the product is actually
orange instead of black. On the contrary, if taking both ads text and
image into consideration, only the true positive candidate (a) can
be selected, although the color attribute is not mentioned in texts.
Since existing multi-modal datasets and methods are mostly based
on pictures and picture descriptions crawled on the Internet which
cannot be directly transferred to ads scenario, in this paper, we
address the problem of multi-modal modeling in sponsored search,
to model the relevance between user query and commercial ads
with rich structured information in a multi-modal manner. Please
note that the relevance model in the sponsored search advertising system is responsible for accurately reflecting the relevance
between queries and ads. The serendipity problem will be handled
by the latter module (Click Prediction and Ranking), so it is not
discussed in this paper.
Existing relevance models usually capture semantic connections
of the query-ad pairs with powerful Natural Language Understanding (NLU) models. TextGNN [33] is one of the powerful solutions
to encode text data into latent distribution vectors through Graph
Neural Network for sponsored advertising. But when calculating
the relevance of the ads and query, only relying on the text information is not accurate enough. Existing multi-modal methods, such as
ViLBERT [19], Unicoder-VL [14], UNITER [3], and LXMERT [31]
are proposed to capture both the visual and linguistic information
from input image features and text sentences, and generate highquality latent representations, leading to promising performance.
However, directly applying such multi-modal approaches to the
relevance modeling in sponsored search scenario may not be desirable as the ads data are not fully consistent with the multi-modal
in-domain data from several aspects:
1) Data structure: In sponsored search scenario, multi-modal
information comes from the ads, i.e., ads image and structured ads
texts, relevance modeling between query and ads is built upon
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<query, ads image, ads text> tuple, while in existing pre-trained
multi-modal models, the matching mostly happens upon <image,
text> pair. 2) Text length: The queries are quite short (e.g., less than
4 words on average from the online log), while many ads texts are
long texts (e.g., sentences and documents including title, description,
seller, brand and so on). 3) Contents: The ads mainly focus on areas
of commercial products, while other multi-modal public datasets
cover broader scenarios in addition to commercial products (e.g.,
such as street scenes), which results in great differences in contents
(e.g., the content in ads images is mainly composed of tractor parts,
while street scene images include people and cars with many interactive relationships between them). These characteristics naturally
differ from multi-modal modeling in sponsored search scenario
from others. 4) Relevance label: Although user click data are abundant, it is difficult to obtain explicit semantic relevance between
user queries and ads from users’ click log in sponsored search. To
achieve such relevance, it needs extra efforts and costs to judge the
relevance between user queries and ads manually.
In order to solve the above problems, we propose the AdsCVLR
model, a transformer architecture with Ads data on Commercial
Visual-Linguistic Representation, to comprehensively extract useful information from ads pictures and structured text. Tailored to
the special modalities of advertising, we design three special inputs
and use contrastive learning mechanism to constrain the model for
extracting consistent information from different modalities. For better understanding the multi-modal modeling problem in sponsored
search, greatly improving relevance model performance, and providing a benchmark to systematically measure the improvements
of multi-modal representation in sponsored search, we build up a
commercial human-labeled multi-modal ads dataset in sponsored
search. Our main contributions are as follows:
• We address the multi-modal modeling problem in sponsored search, where the relevance between user queries
and commercial advertisements is modeled by exploiting
rich structured information. We also provide a commercial
multi-modal dataset that includes 480K labeled query-ad
pairwise data with structured representation, such as images, titles, sellers, descriptions, etc.. Extensive experiments
on this dataset verify the effectiveness of our method on the
relevance modeling problem.
• We design the AdsCVLR model according to the special input
(as shown in Figure 1) of the product advertising scenario
which supports three-modal inputs: user query, ads image
and ads text, and incorporate contrastive learning in finetuning stage to extract common information from singleand multi-modal inputs for comprehensive integrating the
image and text information.

2

RELATED WORK

Multi-modal representation is a challenging problem that has been
studied extensively over the past decades. For conciseness, we focus
on visual and textual modal representations methods that are most
related to this work.
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Query: Playstation
Title: Sony - PlayStation 4 1TB
Console - Black
Seller: Best Buy
Brand: Sony
Desc: Conquer virtual enemies with
this Sony PlayStation 4. It‘s compatible
with the latest game titles to provide
hours of entertainment.

Query: Design a Shirt
Title: Custom T-Shirts
Seller: Rush Order Tees
Brand: Gildan
Desc: Design Custom Shirts Easily &
Instantly w/ Free Editing.
Manual Label: Excellent

Manual Label: Good

Query: Hybrid electric vehicle
Title: Natural Teal Green/Electric Pink
TUFF Hybrid Phone Protector Cover
Seller: AccessoriesGuy
Brand: Mybat
Desc: Natural Teal Green/Electric Pink
TUFF Hybrid Phone Protector Cover
[Military-Grade Certified](with Package)
for LG LS676 (X STYLE).

Query: Modern computer writing desks
Title: Sauder Reversible Corner Desk
Seller: National Business Furniture
Brand: Sauder Office Furniture
Desc: Create a warm, welcoming work
environment with the Harbor View
collection LDesk.
Manual Label: Fair

Manual Label: Bad

Figure 2: Examples of the proposed commercial human-labeled multi-modal ads dataset.

2.1

Relevance Modeling in Sponsored Search

Relevance modeling can be viewed as the sub-domain of information retrieval (IR). One of the most important modules of query-ad
matching in relevance modeling is to understand multi-modal semantic features. Previous works [8, 29] usually adopt language
models to extract information from the pure text. These NLP-based
approaches typically operate on the text sequence and do not incorporate visual information. Later studies [13, 33] firstly tend to
explore relational data and user behavior graphs to the query-ad
understanding of relevance modeling. Zhu et al. [33] proposed
TextGNN to incorporate the search log data as complementary.
Li et al. [13] fused the semantic textual information and the user behavior graph to help predict the relevance score. Some researchers
realize the necessity of multi-modal fusion and develop performance by integrating visual information. FashionBert [7] leverages
patches as image features and combines them with textual features
to address the text and image matching in the fashion industry.
Although many methods have studied the matching problem in the
industry, there is no public dataset to use. In this paper, we provide a
high-quality ads database to study the relevance modeling problem
in sponsored search scenario.

2.2

Pre-Training and Multi-modal Learning

Recently, pre-training has raised much attention in the community
due to its strong generalization capability. In Natural Language
Understanding, large-scale pre-training with next word prediction [25], next sentence prediction or masked word prediction [5]
which trained with Transformer architecture, has achieved significant improvement. But above works usually adopt language
models to extract latent representations from the text sequences
and do not incorporate visual information which is very useful in
ads scenario. With the success of the Transformer model in natural language processing, more and more methods have begun to

study how to apply it to multi-modal tasks. In the multi-modal
representation task, the model architecture can be summarized into
two mainstream structures. One is the single-stream model, which
directly utilizes a single Transformer network to model both the
visual features and language embeddings, such as VisualBERT [15],
VL-BERT [30], Unicoder-VL [14], UNITER [3] fusing cross-modal
information early. The other form of the model architecture is the
two-stream model, using two single-modal Transformers to process visual features and language embeddings respectively, such as
ViLBERT [19] and LXMERT [31]. These models have achieved superior performances over the baselines and some even outperformed
human performance. However, it’s not sufficient to directly apply
these models in sponsor search scenarios due to the specificity of
the ads data.

2.3

Contrastive Learning

Contrastive learning is a powerful technology for self-supervised
representation learning [2, 9, 21]. It can extract latent representations under different augmentations by contrasting positive and
negative pairs. Previous methods [6, 20, 32] explore how to generate
positive and negative keys for generating high-quality learned representation which is important in downstream tasks. After selecting
the training sample, contrastive learning aims to learn effective representation by pulling close positive neighbors and pushing apart
negative neighbors. More specially, OpenAI CLIP [24] uses largescale image-text pairs from the Internet to learn visual and linguistic
representation in the unified space, and shows promising results
on the zero-shot test. To solve the memory limitation problem,
MoCo [9] proposes a momentum encoder to generate data pairs on
the fly and save them in a fixed-sized memory bank. UNIMO [16]
leverages text rewriting and image retrieval technologies to generate positive and negative samples, and uses a Transformer to learn
a unified-modal representation. Different from it, our method uses
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8.11%

different modalities input as positive samples and different pairs in
one mini-batch to conduct negative samples.

3

DATASET

The commercial advertising dataset contains plenty of query-ad
pairs which come from a commercial search engine with more than
400K instances. It is an online serving relevance dataset used by a
popular commercial search engine and achieves satisfying online
performance, which proves the quality and comprehensiveness of
this dataset. Since human judges help us to evaluate the user experience in ways that can’t be replicated solely by using algorithms
and machines, we manually labeled these data based on how well
the query matches the ads. We divide the labels into the following
categories according to the matching degree between query and
ads as shown in Figure 2:
• Excellent: The ad offers exactly what the user wants to
purchase. The user would want and expect to see this offer
on the search results page. The ad should have a high-quality
image that clearly shows the exact product the user wants;
• Good: Users may be interested in buying this item because
it is close to their query intent. It is useful to the user to show
this advertisement on the search results page;
• Fair: The ad is relevant to the query, but not a close match.
Users may be interested in buying this item because it is a
substitute or alternative to their query intent. The ad may
be of interest to users when no better offers are available;
• Bad: Users would not show interest in this item, since it is
too far from the query intent. It is so far off the mark that it
is better to show nothing at all.
For each query, we have several ad candidates that the advertising system displays to the user. Then our data annotators label
each query-ad pair based on how well they match (following the
guidelines above). Manual annotation can distinguish hard negative ads that appear to be related to the query text but do not meet
user needs. Therefore, this labeled dataset is helpful in inferring
high-level user intent. To verify the accuracy of the labeling results, we assign the same cases to different people and use labels
made by them to judge the labeling consistency and then get the
confidence score of the labels according to the degree of labeling
consistency. After verification, we filter out data pairs with low
confidence to guarantee the quality of the ads dataset. In total, we
have 480K pairwise query-ad samples and split them into 400K
and 80K with uniform random sampling for training and testing.
Our training/test sets contain 189.7K/70.3K distinct queries and
385.1K/78.6K distinct advertisements. The percentages of different
labels are show in Figure 3.

4 METHOD
4.1 Problem Formulation
In this section, we formally define the problem of this paper. Different from existing approaches solely based on the pairwise textimage data, here we further exploit the ads data defined as a set of
triples: the G = < Q, AT, AI >, in which Q denotes the queries, AT
and AI denote the ads texts and ads images, respectively. The ground
truth of our task is defined as a set of triples: L = < 𝑞𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 >,

15.24%

23.70%

19.51%

Manual Labels

12.97%

27.72%
Excellent
Good

41.55%

51.20%

Fair
Bad

(a) Training Set (400K)

(b) Test Set (80K)

Figure 3: Data statistics of the commercial ads dataset.

where 𝑞𝑖 denotes the input query, 𝑎𝑖 denotes the ad and 𝑦𝑖 ∈
{0, 1, 2, 3} represents the label between 𝑞𝑖 and 𝑎𝑖 that 0 denotes
bad and 1∼3 denotes fair, good and excellent respectively, as shown
in Figure 2. We aim to lean a classifier to the 𝑓 : 𝑓 (𝑞, 𝑎) ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
by learning the relationship from the ground truth data.

4.2

AdsCVLR

Here, we discuss the architecture of the proposed AdsCVLR model.
Firstly, we show how to incorporate the pre-training mechanism
into the ads scenario. We then describe how contrastive learning
can be used to adequately extract key information from advertising
images and text.
Unicoder-VL [14] is a classic single-stream multi-modal encoder
that learns to represent image and text in an embedding space. It
takes the visual features extracted by Faster-RCNN [26] of the image
and textual tokens of the sentence as the input. Then the multimodal inputs are fed into a multi-layer self-attention Transformer
to learn cross-modality embedding. Although Unicoder-VL has
learned multi-modal features with carefully designed pre-training
tasks for public datasets, extending such a multi-modal model from
image caption data to commercial ads data is non-trivial in two
aspects: 1) Ads data have structural information about the product
rather than a single caption of one image. Simply stitching them
together without corresponding constraints will degrade the performance of the model; 2) Since user query and ads text are both
textual modal, the model tends to use pure textual features instead
of visual features to make judgments that will cause imbalanced
information usage problem.
So we propose AdsCVLR with a multi-task contrastive learning objective that takes different ads representations with visual/textual-/visual-textual-modality as positive instances to learn a
better-unified representation. Figure 4 shows the overall illustration
of AdsCVLR. To sum up, our model is different from previous multimodal models like Unicoder-VL by making the following changes:
1) We change the network input from only multi-modal input to
support ads specific input and design corresponding pre-training
tasks that can constrain the model to fully exploit information from
different modalities; 2) we introduce a contrastive learning mechanism in our fine-tuning stage to avoid the model falling into local
optima caused by unbalanced information extraction.
In sponsored search, the relevance between the user query and
impression ads is measured by judging the matching score of user
query and structural ads (i.e., ads image and ads texts, such as ads
title and ads seller). The ability to fuse multi-modal information
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Figure 4: An overall illustration of the model framework. For image input, we use Faster-RCNN [26] to extract object-level features. For text input, we use the tokenizer initialized by the ads vocabulary to encode the text inputs. Our model takes different
combinations of image/text features and other embeddings as input to the Transformer encoder, and then uses Transformer’s
output features for pre-training and fine-tuning tasks. The whole network is trained in an end-to-end manner.
from different components and measure the semantic relationship
between query and ads is quite essential for the relevance model. As
shown in Figure 5, we set three input modes: image-text pair, only
image features and only text tokens. For image-text pairs, we use
three pre-training tasks (masked vision language modeling, masked
object classification and visual-linguistic matching) to constrain
the model to learn the information interaction between modalities.
When the input is text embedding only, we use a masked language
modeling task, which aims to exploit the neighbors to predict the
masked tokens. And when we use only image features as input, the
pre-training task is set to image classification and image caption.
The pre-training tasks are described as follows:
Masked Language Modeling (MLM). We denote the linguistic
input of ads text AT as Wad = {𝑤𝑎1, ..., 𝑤𝑎𝑇 }, and object regions
of ads image AI as Vad = {𝑣 1, ..., 𝑣 𝐼 }. We concatenate Wad and
Vad together as the input of our network. The mask indices are
defined as m ∈ N𝑀 . We randomly mask out the input words with
the probability of 15%, and replace the masked ones Wad with a
special token [MASK]. The goal is to predict these masked words
based on the observation of their surrounding words Wad
e and all
image regions Vad , by minimizing the negative log-likelihood:

model as the ground-truth label.
LMOC (𝜃 ) = −𝐸 {Wad ,Vad }∼𝐷

(1)

where 𝜃 are trainable parameters. Each pair (Wad, Vad ) is sampled
from the whole training set 𝐷.
Masked Object Classification (MOC). We use the top 20 ROI
(Region of Interest) features of ads image as our visual input of
the network. To help the network fully understand image features,
we sample image regions and mask their visual features with a
probability of 15%. We replace the object feature vector with a zeroinitialized vector Vm 90% of the time, and keep the object feature
unchanged in the left 10% time. We simply take the object category
with the highest confidence score predicted by the same detection

(i)

(i)

CE(c(Vm ), g𝜃 (Vm )),

(2)

𝑖=1
(i)

where c(Vm ) ∈ RK is the one-hot vector of the ground-truth label
(i)
and g𝜃 (Vm ) is the masked regions classification distribution of
Transformer followed by FC layer.
Image Caption (CAP). For advertising scenarios, capturing
the corresponding title according to the ads image is important for
the model to understand the user’s intention. So we introduce an
image captioning task for image-only inputs and add a Transformerbased decoder after our AdsCVLR network to support this task.
Thus, the model takes ads image as input and predicts ads title
sentence as output. The decoder consists of 12 stacked layers with
each layer containing a masked multi-head self-attention layer
followed by a multi-head self-attention layer and a feed-forward
layer sequentially. The feature of the last decoder layer is used
to predict the next word by passing through a linear layer whose
output dimension equals the vocabulary size followed by a SoftMax
layer. Then the image caption loss can be described as:
LCAP (𝜃 + ) = −

LMLM (𝜃 ) = −𝐸 {Wad ,Vad }∼𝐷 log𝑃𝜃 (Wad | Wad
e , Vad ),

𝑀
Õ

𝑇
Õ

∗
log(𝑝𝜃 + (𝑦𝑡∗ |𝑦1:𝑡
)),

(3)

𝑡 =1
∗ denotes the ground truth title, 𝑦 ∗ means the predicted
where 𝑦1:𝑇
𝑡
next word by optimizing the whole network with parameters 𝜃 + .
Visual-linguistic Matching (VLM). Previous tasks help the
network extract information from each single modality. Understanding the semantic relevance between multi-modalities is another
key. Here, we use a binary classification task to let the network distinguish whether the ads image matches the entire structured ads
text. We take the final hidden state of [CLS] to predict whether the
linguistic sentence is semantically matched with the visual content,
with an additional FC layer. We sample both positive and negative
image-text pairs and learn their match scores 𝑠𝜃 (Wad, Vad ). The
target label is 𝑦 ∈ {0, 1} denotes that if the sampled pair is a match.
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a indicates
Table 1: Evaluation on query-ad match task. ○
modified version of original model.

Then the loss function can be formulated as:
LVLM (𝜃 ) = −𝐸 {Wad ,Vad }∼𝐷 [𝑦log𝑠𝜃 (Wad, Vad )
+ (1 − 𝑦)log(1 − 𝑠𝜃 (Wad, Vad ))].

(4)

Ads Input

We also use an image classification (IC) loss to help the network
understand the content of the pictures LIC according to the ads
category label when the input is image-modal. Overall, our final
pre-training objective is the weighted sum of the losses above:
L𝑝𝑟𝑒 = (𝜆1 LMLM + 𝜆2 LMOC ) · 𝐼 [𝑦 = 1]
+ 𝜆3 LCAP + 𝜆4 LIC + 𝜆5 LVLM,

Text
Image

(5)

where 𝐼 [𝑦 = 1] is an indicator for label 1 being correct for the image
and text inputs, and 𝜆1:5 are hyper-parameters for different losses.
After pre-training on non-labeled image-text ads data, we use
labeled query-ad pair data to fine-tune our model by simply modifying the input format, output prediction, and loss functions. We
denote the linguistic input of query text Q as Wq = {𝑤𝑞1, ..., 𝑤𝑞𝑇 }.
We concatenate Vad , Wad , and Wq together as the input of the
network in our fine-tuning stage. Since our fine-tuning data have
different labels (i.e., excellent, good, fair, bad), we use a multi-label
classification task to supervise our training. We take the final hidden state of [CLS] as input to an additional FC layer and predict
whether the query sentence semantically matches the ads content.
The score function is denoted as 𝑠𝜃 (Vad, Wad, Wq ). Then classification loss can be defined as:
𝐾
Õ
LMLC (𝜃 ) =
𝑦𝑖 log(s𝜃 (Vad, Wad, Wq )),
(6)
𝑖=0

Furthermore, to avoid the network getting stuck in local optima by
relying heavily on single modality for estimation during the finetuning stage, we incorporate a contrastive learning mechanism to
constrain the network to extract advertising information from both
visual and textual modalities. We modify the input with positive
labels from <Vad, Wad, Wq > tuple to three modes: image-only for
ads <Vad, Wq >, text-only for ads <Wad, Wq > and image-text for
ads <Vad, Wad, Wq >. The three modes of the same query-ad pair
are positive instances for each other, and other instances in the
same batch are served as the negative instance to compute the
contrastive loss. Let 𝑞𝑖 and 𝑘𝑖 denote representations of different
outputs, the training objective for (𝑞𝑖 , 𝑘𝑖 ) with a mini-batch of 𝑀
pairs is:
𝑁
Õ
exp(𝑞𝑖 · 𝑘𝑖 + /𝜏)
LCL =
,
(7)
−𝑤𝑖 · log Í𝑀
𝑖=0
𝑗=0 exp(𝑞𝑖 · 𝑘𝑖 /𝜏)
where 𝜏 is a temperature hyperparameter. Finally, the AdsCVLR
model is trained by summing up multi-value label classification
loss and contrastive loss as: L 𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 𝛼 1 · LMLC + 𝛼 2 · LCL , where
𝛼 1:2 are hyper-parameters for weight of different losses.

Multi-Modal

Model

AUC

BERT-Base [5]

82.15

CLIP [24]
ViLT [11]
Unicoder-VL [14]

81.16
82.23
83.16

a
CLIP○(Qt-OtOi)
a
CLIP-MH○(Qt-OtOi)
a
Unicoder-VL○(Qt-OtOi)
AdsCVLR (ours)

81.98
82.18
87.90
89.16

Mile (RPM) and Click Through Rate (CTR) are selected as measurements to estimate the revenue gained for every thousand search
requests and the ratio of user click behavior. For the image-text
retrieval test on public datasets, we use recall metrics with different
top K numbers to measure the learned multi-modal representations
of our AdsCVLR model.

5.2

Evaluation Results

We compare the query-ad matching task with different models
which have been trained on our ads training dataset. We use the
AUC number as our evaluation metric on our ads test dataset. 1)
For ads text only input, we compare with the BERT-base [5] model.
2) For ads image only input, we compare with CLIP [24], ViLT [11]
and Unicoder-VL [14] models. Since the CLIP model is a two-tower
structure, we use ads images as the input for the image encoder,
and queries as the input for the text encoder. For the single-stream
Unicoder-VL model, we use the image features extracted by FasterRCNN as the visual input, and then combine the user query embeddings as the final input. 3) For ads multi-modal input, we compare
with the modified version of CLIP and Unicoder-VL models. To
make better use of the ads text data, we improve the CLIP model
a
to CLIP○(Qt-OtOi).
The ads text and ads image are matched with
the query respectively, then the scores calculated by the two inputs
are averaged as the final score of the query-ad matching. After
observing that using different heads to learn different tasks has beta
ter performance, we further improve the CLIP○(Qt-OtOi)
model
by adding a linear layer after the output features to estimate the
a
category of the matching label, which is denoted as CLIP-MH○(QtOtOi) (multi-head). Different from the modified CLIP model, we
combine user query and structured ads text as the whole text input
and use the same pre-training tasks as ours expect CAP for the
a
Unicoder-VL○(Qt-OiOt)
model. As can be observed in Table 1, the
AdsCVLR performs best compared with other methods.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Evaluation Metrics

5.3

In order to verify the overall performance of the model in ads scenario, we set up different test metrics for both offline and online
environments. The Area under Reciever Operating Characteristic
Curve (AUC) [4] is computed against the testing data to evaluate
offline prediction accuracy. For online performance, Revenue Per

Modal Ability. To validate the modal abilities, we train three baseline models with three different inputs: 1) <Wad, Wq > means that
we use ads text and query text as input for network training. 2)
<Vad, Wq > means that we use ads image and query text as input. 3)
<Vad, Wad, Wq > denotes that we use both ads image and ads text,
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Pre-training Stage:

IMAGE

AdsCVLR

Ads
Image

TITLE

Ads
Image

IC

$ 1,099.9

PRICE

T-Mobile

SELLER

CL

CL
AdsCVLR

…

Ads
Image

Ads
Text

MOC
VTM

Query-Ad Matching

Ads
Text

Ads
Image

An online advertisement example

MLM

AdsCVLR

Ads
Text

Fine-tuning Stage:

iPhone XS Max
- Space …

MLM

AdsCVLR

CAP

CL

AdsCVLR

Query

AdsCVLR

Ads
Text

Query

Ads
Image

Ads
Text

Query

Figure 5: Illustration of AdsCVLR training pipeline. The ads data mainly consist of image, title, price, seller, and so on (left).
We concatenate the title, seller, and other textual information as the ads text input. We carefully design pre-training tasks and
fine-tuned tasks for different multi-modal inputs to AdsCVLR (right).
Table 2: Ablation study about modal ability.

Input

< Vad, Wq >

< Wad, Wq >

AUC

80.03

86.93

< Vad, Wad, Wq >
𝑤/𝑜 LCL 𝑤/ LCL
87.10
87.74

and query text as input. Please note that we only modify the input
and pre-training tasks here, and the settings in the fine-tuning stage
are the same. As shown in the first three scores in Table 2, we can
see that using only text information can achieve good accuracy
for relevance modeling in advertising scenarios, but the accuracy
can still be further improved when image information is added.
We also conduct an ablation experiment on the importance of contrastive loss. The last two numbers in Table 2 verify that when
the contrastive loss is added, the network can better integrate the
information between the modalities and get higher accuracy.
Importance of Pre-training Tasks. To constrain the network to
fully understand ads specific modalities, we design different pretraining tasks for the input of different ads modalities. To verify
the importance of each loss function in the pre-training stage, we
evaluate the performance of AdsCVLR using different combinations
of pre-training loss functions. From Table 3, we can tell that adding
MLM task on text-only modality inputs improves the understanding
ability of the model, while also adding IC and CAP tasks on imageonly modality inputs improves it a bit more. By adding pre-training
tasks on different ads modality inputs, the model can fully exploit
the important pattern in structural ads. In addition, the designed
tasks for different inputs also help the model to better adapt to the
training in the fine-tuning stage.

5.4

Model generalization ability

Image-Text retrieval is a common task in the multi-modal domain
that relies on joint representations. According to which modality is
used as the retrieval target, it can be divided into two sub-tasks: image retrieval and text retrieval. To verify the model generalization
ability on retrieval tasks, we conduct a zero-shot retrieval evaluation with AdsCVLR on other public datasets. We follow ViLT [11]
and use our ads dataset and four public datasets for pre-training:

Table 3: Evaluation of different pre-training task.

Model

Multi-modal
MLM MOC VLM

AdsCVLRa
AdsCVLRb
AdsCVLRc
AdsCVLRd
AdsCVLRe
AdsCVLR(ours)

!
!
!
!
!
!

Text
MLM

Image
IC
CAP

AUC

!
!

87.40
88.69
88.72
88.81
88.78
89.16

!
!
!
!

!

!
!
!

Microsoft COCO (MSCOCO) [17], Visual Genome [12], SBU Captions [22], Google Conceptual Captions [27]. We use the same
number of training steps as ViLT to make the model converge.
And then we use MSCOCO and Flicker30K (F30K) [23] re-splited
by Karpathy & Fei-Fei [10] for retrieval evaluation. We report the
zero-shot retrieval results in Table 41 . We can see that AdsCVLR
performs better in general than Unicoder-VL and ViLT although
AdsCVLR is tailored for advertising scenarios.

5.5

Case Study

In real-world scenarios, there are often situations that are difficult
for machines to understand, which we call “hard” cases. In this experiment, we verify the improvement of AdsCVLR compared with
single modal models on these “hard” samples through a visualization method [1]. We use the maximum response value of the linear
head as the target backward label to find which regions of input
are important for judging the matching relevance between query
and ads. We evaluate both ads-text-only trained, ads-image-only
trained and multi-modal models with the query-ad matching score
on our ads test dataset. As shown in Figure 6, we observe some
interesting phenomena: 1) We find that the network pays much
more attention to the query part as shown by the green part in
word importance (the intensity of the color indicates the weight),
which also explains that query plays a key role in sponsored search.
2) Compared with single-modal models, the multi-modal model can
1 R@K

indicates whether the ground truth is included in the top K results.
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Table 4: Comparison of AdsCVLR with other multi-modal models on zero-shot retrieval tasks.

Test Mode

Model

Text Retrieval
Flickr30k(1K)
MSCOCO(5K)
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

Image Retrieval
Flickr30k(1K)
MSCOCO(5K)
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

zero-shot

Unicoder-VL
UNITER-Base
ViLT-B/32
AdsCVLR

64.3
80.7
69.7
70.6

48.4
66.2
51.3
52.3

85.8
95.7
91.0
91.2

92.3
98.0
96.0
96.2

53.4
53.5

80.7
81.7

88.8
89.2

76.0
88.4
79.9
80.1

85.2
92.9
87.9
87.9

Query: 3 oz bamboo jar
Title: Porcelain CanistersSet of 3 Spice Jar with Airtight Bamboo Lid,
Kitchen Seasoning Jar (Plant 02)
Seller: Amazon.com
Original Image:
Brand: Eanatah
Desc: Material: Ceramics Can be used to hold a variety of condiments:
salt,chili,curry,sugar,spice,chicken broth powder,corn starch ect. …

Query: Whoel sale dress racks
Title: Garment Rack - Black & Chrome Single Rail
Seller: Store Supply Warehouse
Brand: Store Supply Warehouse®
Desc: Whether you need a permanent solution or a place
to temporarily store overstocked inventory the Black & Chrome
Single Rail Racks are the way to go. …

Manual Label: Fair

Manual Label: Good
Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

37.3
37.1

67.4
68.3

79.0
79.3

Original Image:

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Estimated Label: Fair

Estimated Label: Good

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Estimated Label: Bad

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Estimated Label: Fair

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Figure 6: Case study of multi-modal input query-ad matching. By fully considering the information in the ads image and
text, the multi-modal model can distinguish whether it matches the query correctly but single-modal models cannot. (Please
zoom-in for details.)
Table 5: Online A/B Testing: significant improvements in
production product advertising systems compared with CDSSM model.
Model
Distilled DNN

Relative RPM
+2.1%

Relative CTR
+4.1%

achieve more accurate judgment according to a more comprehensive understanding of ads-image and ads-text inputs. In the first
case, the multi-modal model captures more detailed information,
such as the lid, handle and the structure of the whole jar, but the
single-modal model (ads image only) only gets some local features.
In the second case, we can see that the multi-modal model fully
understands the user query and pays attention to the “rack” in both
the ads-text and the ads-image, but the single-modal models do not
understand and only focus on the “clothing” part.

5.6

Online A/B Testing

We select the C-DSSM [28] model as the baseline for our online
comparison. C-DSSM is a latent semantic model that incorporates
a convolutional-pooling structure over word sequences to lean representations for user query and advertisements. In order to have a
high-performance but compact model that satisfies the computation and latency constraints in an online server, the teacher-student

training framework via knowledge distillation is used. We use a
two-tower structure DNN model as our student model, and use
AdsCVLR as the teacher model to generate a soft label for online
stream data. Since the learning target for the student model is a
continuous value, it provides more fine-grained information than
the traditional binary labels. For example, a score of 0.99 indicates
a stronger relevance than a score of 0.51, although both will be
categorized as relevant pairs. We use mean squared error (MSE)
to measure the difference between the student model output and
the AdsCVLR teacher scores. Then the distilled DNN model is deployed in a major sponsored search platform and has demonstrated
significant performance gains. In Table 5, results on RPM and CTR
compared with the C-DSSM model demonstrate that our proposal
is capable of improving the user experience and driving revenue
for the advertisers simultaneously.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a multi-modal advertising dataset and provide a transformer-based AdsCVLR model to solve the multi-modal
query-ad matching problem. By formulating different modality of
ads data into different samples for contrastive learning, the advertising structural information can be fully explored and the relevance
between queries and ads can be effectively extracted. Experiments
demonstrate our AdsCVLR model significantly outperforms previous works via extensive evaluations with real ads dataset.
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In this supplementary material, we provide more information about
our dataset details, experimental details, implementation details,
additional results on test data, and limitations and future work.

I

ADS DATASET DETAILS

We introduce the guidelines for dataset labeling in detail in Section
3. A query-ad pair will be sent to multiple annotators for labeling
by referring to the guidelines. When the labels are inconsistent, the
sample pair will be discarded. At the same time, the annotators are
also supervised, and some spam samples (with annotated labels in
system) will be distributed to each annotator. If the annotation is
unqualified, the annotator will be retrained and then relabel the
data samples. Figure 3 (in the main paper; the figures and tables in
this document are indexed by I, II, III...) shows the distribution of
different labels in the dataset. Because the data are extracted from
a real search engine, the labeling of the data also reflects people’s
purchasing interests in real scenarios. When buying items in the
real world, we will first exclude products that we don’t care about,
and then continue to carefully select the candidates that we are
interested in, and choose the best ones. Therefore, this rule is also
followed for the labeling, we use "bad" to label the unrelated query
and ads, and categorize the related query and ads into three levels
("excellent", "good", "fair") to reflect the real needs of users. Here, we
present additional details about the dataset generation and several
statistics related to our ads dataset.
As shown in Table I, the labeling of this dataset is imbalanced,
which is consistent with the fact that most query-ad pairs are unrelated. Query-ads matching data are sampled from the search log of
a commercial search engine with distinct ads products and plenty of
clicked relations. Assuming that the ads clicked by users are highly
related to the content they search for, we conduct preliminary filtering of the data in the log by extracting query and user clicked
∗ Part

of work done during an internship at Microsoft.
authors.

† Corresponding

data. However, these click-matched ads are not all that users really
need. To capture real-world people’s purchase intent for the ad
candidate list, we invite annotators to annotate the query-ad pairs
we collected. Then we follow the labeling method in Section 3.2 to
label the data and keep a similar ratio of positive (excellent, good,
fair) and negative (bad) samples as our final dataset. The numerical
statistics of our training/test split on the commercial ads dataset
are shown in Table I. It takes our annotators a month to annotate
the entire batch of data, and the cost of all labels for this dataset is
120K USD.
With complete brand and domain type annotations, we can further study the brand-domain relationships in our dataset. Figure I
(a) shows the distribution of number of brand per domain. On average there are more than 17 brands in each domain. Figure I (b)
shows the distribution of randomly sampled brands conditioned on
different domains. As expected, the occurrence of these brands in
different domain sources provides rich advertising information and
diversity we can learn from.
Figure II to Figure IV show overall seller, brand, and domain
occurrence in the ads dataset. Figure IX shows examples of pictures from the advertising library, which contains a diverse set
of common products and objects for common shopping scenarios.
Furthermore, during the creation of advertisements, advertisers
have the flexibility to choose the capture angle and reshape, resize
pictures to products to better display the product detail and style,
which further improves the diversity and quality of our dataset.

II

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We use the RoBERTa [5] tokenizer to tokenize text inputs with an
ads vocabulary. When building the ads vocabulary in the tokenizer,
we firstly train an ad-specific vocabulary from ads logs and remove
the overlapped tokens with original vocabulary in it and leave the
ads unique tokens, then we keep the tokens and their indexes in the
original vocabulary and append the ads unique tokens in the adspecific vocabulary to the original vocabulary following AdaLM [9].
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Table I: Data statistics of the commercial ads dataset.

Query-Ad Pairs Distinct Query Distinct Ads
400.0K (Train)
80.0K (Test)

189.7K
70.3K

385.1K
78.6K

Excellent
23.70%
27.72%

In this way, all the embeddings corresponding to the tokens in the
original vocabulary can be reused. For the CLIP model, we continue
to train it on existing checkpoint and corresponding tokenizer to
better utilize the prior knowledge learned from the pre-trained
model. For other models, we use the same tokenizer as ours for
both pre-training and fine-tuning to get the quantitative results
in Table 1. In the model generalization ability experiment, we use
a data setting similar to the pre-training stage in the zero-shot
experiment to align with the public dataset. We use the ads image
and title to build data pairs that are naturally related to each other
for training. We use both the pre-training loss functions and the
contrastive learning loss for different modalities of input.

III

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Our framework is implemented in PyTorch [7] and Adam [3] optimizer with default parameters. The learning rate is warmed up for
10% of the total training steps and is decayed linearly to zero for the
rest of the training. The max sequence length is set to 152 and batch
size is set to 64 during training. The whole training convergence
takes roughly 24 hours on 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100 32GB GPUs with
mixed precision training [6]. In the pre-training stage, we use 𝜆1
to 𝜆5 (equals to 2, 1, 0.4, 0.7, and 1.5 respectively) to balance the
weights of each loss function, and in the fine-tuning stage we use
𝛼 1 = 1 and 𝛼 2 = 0.4 to balance the weight of the classification loss
function and the contrastive loss function, where the temperature
parameter of the contrastive loss function is learnable and is initialized to 0.07. To balance training time and computational resources,
we choose the 12-layer transformer encoder with 768 hidden size
and 12 attention heads. We concatenate structured text attributions
of advertisement with fixed order and use the “##!” symbol as the
segmentation mark. The FLOPS of our proposed method is 24G
and the FPS can reach 96 when our model is tested on a single
NVIDIA RTX 2080 GPU with mixed precision [6]. In Section 4.2,
we introduce the overall architecture of the AdsCVLR model, in
which a decoder is required in the pre-training stage to predict the
title sequence of the ads image. Although the decoder is added in
the pre-training stage, it is not activated during the inference stage,
thus reducing the computational cost. Next, we show the decoder
architecture of AdsCVLR and how to transfer the CLIP model [8]
to our ads dataset.
Decoder architecture for the AdsCVLR model. As shown in Figure V, the decoder consists of 12 stacked layers with each layer
containing a masked multi-head self-attention layer followed by
a multi-head self-attention layer and a feed-forward layer sequentially. The feature of the last decoder layer is used to predict the next
word by passing through a linear layer whose output dimension
equals the vocabulary size followed by a SoftMax layer.

Label
Good
Fair

Bad

Seller Brand Domain

15.24% 19.51% 41.55% 12.1K 89.7K
8.11% 12.97% 51.20% 6.5K 33.1K

10.5K
5.8K

CLIP model. For CLIP model [8], we use the ViT [2] architecture
as the image encoder and a 12-layer 512-wide Transformer with 8
attention heads as the text encoder. We follow the CLIP modification of adding an additional layer normalization to the combined
patch and position embeddings before the transformer and use the
public model for initialization. We use the Adam optimizer [3] with
decoupled weight decay regularization. We use a minibatch size
of 512 for training under the same GPU resource setting. Mixedprecision [6] is used to accelerate training and save memory. As
shown in Figure VI, we use the user query as the text encoder input
and the ads image as the image encoder input. The 512-dimensional
vectors output by the two encoders are used to conduct the contrastive loss by optimizing the symmetric cross-entropy function
over the similarity scores. Since CLIP leverages the correspondence
of images and their caption sentences to form positive samples and
randomly selects other samples from the mini-batch as negative
samples during training, we use the data with positive labels (i.e.,
excellent, good, fair) which we consider the user query and ads
image are correlated to train the CLIP model in the training stage.
a
CLIP○(Qt-OtOi)
model. To comprehensively utilize structured
ad text properties, we also use the concatenated ad text as the
input for the CLIP text encoder. The same segmentation mark as
AdsCVLR is used to protect the independence of each property.
The output embeddings of the user query and ads text are used to
conduct contrastive loss with ads image embeddings respectively
as shown in Figure VII. During inference time, we use the average
score of <query, ads image> and <query, ads text> similarity as
the final score of the query-ad matching.
a
CLIP-MH○(Qt-OtOi)
model. Since the contrastive learning used
by the CLIP model uses unpaired data in the mini-batch to form
negative sample pairs, the network can not see hard negative samples, i.e., ads that seem to be related to the user query text but
do not meet user needs, during the training stage on ads dataset.
To solve this problem, we refer to the mechanism of multi-tasks
in pre-training with different heads, and add another head to the
CLIP model to handle the matching of query and ads as shown
in Figure VIII. During training, we use one head of the modified
CLIP model for contrastive learning with positive label data, i.e.,
labeled as excellent, good, fair, and use the other head with the BCE
loss to constrain the query-ad matching problem on both positive
and negative labeled data.

IV

ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Recently, several methods have been developed to visualize Transformer networks and understand what is learned by each neuron.
Here, we apply an attention visualization method [1] on our AdsCVLR model with estimated labels to help investigate which part
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Brands
Number of Domains

Domains

Number of Brands

(a) Number of Brands per Domain

(b) Brand Distribution Conditioned on Selected Domain

Figure I: Brand-domain relationship. (a) We show the distribution of the number of brands in each domain. On average there
are more than 17 brands in each domain. (b) We show the brand distribution conditioned on the randomly sampled domain.
The size of the square shows the frequency of a given brand appearing in a certain domain. The frequency is normalized for
each brand.
× 10!

Samples

Figure II: Distribution of sellers in the ads dataset. We have 12.9K seller sources in total. Here we show the top 50 sellers with
highest number of query-ad samples in our dataset.
× 10!

Samples

Figure III: Distribution of brands in the ads dataset. We have 104.3K brand sources in total. (The top 50 are selected.)
of the input has a major impact on the estimation. From Figure XXII, we present more visualization results comparing the AdsCVLR
model and single-modal advertising input models. The importance
of the text is indicated by the intensity of the green color. The
importance of the image is given by multiplying each region by the

relative relevancy. As can be observed in the results, our AdsCVLR
model can capture rich product features from both advertising texts
and images, and make more accurate judgments than other models
based on a comprehensive understanding of queries and structured
advertisements.
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Samples

Figure IV: Distribution of domains in the ads dataset. We have 11.1K domain sources in total. (The top 50 are selected.)
Table II: Evaluation of the AUC results of AdsCVLR with
respect to the pre-training dataset size. The number in the
first row is the number of image-text pairs we used in pretraining. 0 means without pre-training.
1.2B
91.16

We also study the impact of the size of the pre-training dataset.
For this experiment, we fetch data at different scales from online
server logs, and pre-train and fine-tune AdsCVLR using the same
settings as above. In Table II, the results show that as the size of the
dataset grows, the accuracy of the model also shows an increasing
trend. And as the accuracy increase, it requires more data to get
the same improvement. Therefore, we can infer that the accuracy
increases monotonically as the number of data increases, suggesting
that AdsCVLR might benefit from more pre-training data.

V

Faster-RCNN
Ads Image

Vonanda Sofa Bed,
Convertible Chair 4 in
Multi-Function …
Ads Title

Encoder

5M
90.20

SoftMax
Linear

V2

Decoder

V3

Add & Norm

V4

Feed Forward

V5

Add & Norm

…
Position Embedding

400K
89.06

Visual Embedding

0
88.07

V1

Embedded Tokens

Data size
AUC

Output
Probabilities

12 X

Multi-Head
Attention

T1
T2

Add & Norm

T3

Masked MultiHead Attention

T4
T5
…

Figure V: The decoder architecture we used in the image caption task, corresponds to the “Decoder” part of Figure 4.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK.
Sofa bed

Text
Encoder

…
Qt1

Qt2

Qt3

…

QtN

Query text
Oi1
Oi2
Image
Encoder

Oi3

Ads image
…

…

We study the application of the transformer model on the ads data
and achieve good results, but there is still a lot of room for exploration on the multi-modal modeling in sponsored search. For
example, our model employs an object detector pre-trained on the
Visual Genome dataset [4] which is time-consuming and may not
exactly match the distribution of advertising images when processing large-scale ads data. Adopting the simplest visual embedding
scheme, such as linear projection that operates on image patches
may help reduce training time but still lose some accuracy. In addition, directly using other sample pairs in the mini-batch to form
negative samples is a simple yet effective way of contrastive learning. But there can still be other ways to further improve this part by
constructing harder negative samples, such as sentence rewriting
and image retrieval technology, etc. Therefore, studying how to use
a faster and more accurate visual embedding and construct more
effective negative samples will be interesting directions for future
work.

OiN

Figure VI: Architecture of CLIP [8] model. (See Section 5.3.)
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Figure VII: Architecture of CLIP○(Qt-OtOi)
model. (See Section 5.3.)
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Figure VIII: Architecture of CLIP-MH○(Qt-OtOi)
model.
(See Section 5.3.)
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IMG_CATEID_323 (9681)

IMG_CATEID_411 (4150)

IMG_CATEID_385 (2356)

IMG_CATEID_843 (1173)

IMG_CATEID_3366 (1314)

IMG_CATEID_377 (1498)

IMG_CATEID_372 (1320)

IMG_CATEID_761 (1174)

IMG_CATEID_716 (1348)

IMG_CATEID_4277 (6914)

Figure IX: Advertising images of selected categories. The total number of product images per category in the advertisement
library is listed in parentheses. During the creation of advertisements, advertisers have the flexibility to choose the capture angle and reshape, resize pictures to products to better display the product detail and style, which further improves the diversity
and quality of our dataset.
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Query: Kitchen by design
Title: Cheap Kitchen Remodel Espresso Cabinets 10x10 Design Rta
All Wood
Seller: eBay
Brand: Forevermark Cabinets
Desc: RTA Cabinet Mall custom kitchen designs Home About Us More
Cabinets Compare Prices Contact Us Valley Espresso (ke) Kitchen
Cabinet Set 10x10 layout …
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Query: easy instant pot recipes
Title: Instant Pot Cookbook For Dummies
Seller: Amazon.com
Brand: Wiley
Desc: Title: Instant Pot Cookbook For Dummies. Product Type: Subjects
> Cookbooks, Food & Wine > Kitchen Appliances > Pressure Cookers

Original Image:

Original Image:

Manual Label: Good

Manual Label: Fair
Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Estimated Label: Fair

Estimated Label: Good

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Excellent

Query: Gifts for travel
Title: 50 Serenity Gift Sets - Personalization Available
Seller: Positive Promotions
Brand: Positive Promotions
Desc: Everything you need for the woman on the go! Includes: Mia
Serenity Yoga Bag, Mia Serenity Cosmetic Bag, and Mia Serenity
Water Bottle Yoga Bag …

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Estimated Label: Fair

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Estimated Label: Fair

Query: Husqvarna 235 chainsaw
Title: Husqvarna 20 Inch 450 Rancher II Gas Chainsaw
Seller: Amazon.com
Brand: Husqvarna
Desc: X-TORQ - Delivers lower fuel consumption and reduced
exhaust emission levels in accordance with the worlds most
stringent …

Original Image:

Manual Label: Fair

Original Image:

Manual Label: Fair
Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Estimated Label: Good

Estimated Label: Fair

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Estimated Label: Fair

Query: bicycle girls
Title: Radio Flyer Fold 2 Go Tricycle, Pink
Seller: Kohl's
Brand: Radio Flyer
Desc: With a classic steel design and an adjustable seat, this Radio
Flyer Fold 2 Go Trike promises to last.Gift Givers: This item ships in its
original packaging. …

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Estimated Label: Bad

Query: wedding dress
Title: Alfred Angelo 2573 Bridal Gowns
Seller: WeddingShoppeInc
Brand: Alfred Angelo
Desc: Discover the Alfred Angelo 2573 Bridal Gown. Find exceptional
Alfred Angelo Bridal Gowns at The Wedding Shoppe

Original Image:

Original Image:

Manual Label: Excellent
Manual Label: Good
Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Estimated Label: Good
Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Estimated Label: Excellent

Estimated Label: Excellent
Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Fair

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Estimated Label: Good

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Good

Figure X: Additional visualization results comparing the AdsCVLR model and single-modal advertising input models. (Please
zoom-in for details.)
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Query: Restorative balance
Title: Systane Eye Drops, Balance Restorative Formula, 0.33 fl oz - 2 pk
Seller: Rite Aid
Brand: Systane
Original Image:
Desc: A lack of tears and moisture can cause an uncomfortable dryness in
your eyes. Put an end to dry eyes and get soothing with Systane Eye Drops.
The clinical strength eye lubricant restores your tear's lipid layer and s
dryness, giving you long lasting . …

Query: Heavy creeam
Title: Kroger Heavy Whipping Cream - 16 oz
Seller: Instacart
Brand: Kroger
Desc: Kroger Heavy Whipping Cream

Original Image:

Manual Label: Excellent

Manual Label: Good
Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Estimated Label: Good

Estimated Label: Good

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Fair

Estimated Label: Fair

Query: Lymph nodes
Title: Needle Core Biopsy Of Lymph Nodes With Dvd-rom
Seller: eBay
Brand: Cambridge University Press
Desc: Item Details Format: Paperback Condition:
New! Other notes: (Item #Z1107624541ZN|0)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Fair

Estimated Label: Bad

Query: Tea length chiffon wedding dresses collin county
Title: Short Tea-Length Chiffon V-Neck Maternity Wedding Dress - Ivory,
14
Seller: David's Bridal
Brand: David's Bridal
Desc: A simply elegant tea-length maternity wedding dress, crafted of
flowy chiffon and finished with crystal embellishments at the straps and
empire waist. …

Original Image:

Manual Label: Fair

Original Image:

Manual Label: Fair
Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Estimated Label: Fair

Estimated Label: Fair

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Estimated Label: Bad

Query: Human chorionic gonadotropin hcg
Title: Human Chorionic Gonadotropin (Hcg) Second Edition Cole
Laurence A. Good Book
Seller: eBay
Original Image:
Brand: Elsevier Science & Technology Books
Desc: payment | shipping rates | returns Human Chorionic
Gonadotropin (hCG), Second Edition Product Category : Books ISBN :
0128007494 Title : Human Chorionic Gonadotropin (hCG). …

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Estimated Label: Good

Query: Fly front plaid slacks
Title: Draper's & Damon's Women's Pattern Play Plaid Knit Pants, Multi L
Seller: Drapers and Damons
Brand: Drapers & Damons
Original Image:
Desc: Pants by Drapers & Damons. Comes in Multi, Size L. A windowpane
pattern makes these pull-on pants lovely to look at. Designed in a textured
stretch knit with a flat, all-around elastic waistband. …
Manual Label: Fair

Manual Label: Fair
Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Estimated Label: Fair

Estimated Label: Fair

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Estimated Label: Bad

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Estimated Label: Good

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Figure XI: Additional visualization results comparing the AdsCVLR model and single-modal advertising input models. (Please
zoom-in for details.)
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Query: Kids stories
Title: The Beginner's Bible: Timeless Children's Stories
Seller: Amazon.com
Brand: Kelly Pulley
Original Image:
Desc: Title: The Beginner's Bible: Timeless Children's Stories. Product
Type: Subjects > Children's Books > Religions > Christianity > Bible >
Stories
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Query: Split leg pants
Title: Jm Collection Straight-Leg Pants, Created for Macy's - Black 14
Seller: Macy’s
Brand: JM Collection
Original Image:
Desc: Jm Collection keeps you looking effortless at the office in these go-to
pants.
Manual Label: Bad

Manual Label: Excellent
Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Estimated Label: Good

Estimated Label: Bad

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Fair

Estimated Label: Bad

Query: John bevere
Title: Bait Of Satan 2003 John Bevere Student Workbook Exc. Used
Cond Minty
Seller: Amazon.com
Brand: Eanatah
Desc: You are bidding on our remarkably cool and classic book Bait
Of Satan 2003 John Bevere Student Workbook! Exc. Used Cond!!
MINTY!! COOL!! …

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Fair

Estimated Label: Bad

Query: Booties for women
Title: Maurices - Jill Faux Suede Heeled Bootie With Fringe In Cognac,
Women's, Size: 9 1/2, Cognac
Seller: maurices
Brand: maurices
Desc: Maurices - Jill Faux Suede Heeled Bootie With Fringe In
Cognac. Fabric and care: imported man made materials wipe clean

Original Image:

Original Image:

Manual Label: Excellent
Manual Label: Fair
Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Estimated Label: Fair
Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Estimated Label: Excellent
Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Estimated Label: Good

Query: Blessed union of souls
Title: Playlist: Very Best of Blessid Union of Souls, White
Seller: Walmart
Brand: SONY/BMG CUSTOM MARKETING GRP
Desc: Playlist: Very Best of Blessid Union of Souls

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Good

Estimated Label: Fair

Query: Macy's junior dresses
Title: City Studios Juniors' Lace Fit & Flare Dress - New Navy
Seller: Macy's
Brand: City Studios
Desc: A fitted mesh and elastic waistband pops against the flared skirt of
this simply stunning lace party dress from City Studios.

Original Image:

Original Image:

Manual Label: Good
Manual Label: Excellent

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Output of Multi-Modal Model
(ads text + ads image)

Estimated Label: Good

Estimated Label: Excellent

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Fair

Estimated Label: Bad

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads text only)

Estimated Label: Fair

Output of Single-Modal Model
(ads image only)

Estimated Label: Bad

Figure XII: Additional visualization results comparing the AdsCVLR model and single-modal advertising input models. (Please
zoom-in for details.)
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